Despite the fact that the student spy ring has been increased the "Rebel Underground" is becoming stronger each passing day. We are prepared to resist integration from now on, if necessary.

James Meredith is still the most segregated "Kneegrow" in the United States.

SEGREGATION IS INEVITABLE. It is human nature and one of God's laws.

The majority of professors at Ole Miss are patriotic Americans who do not favor integration and who resent Kennedy allowing himself to be the NAACP's hatchet-man. A few "racial perverts" on our faculty give the false impression that the entire faculty favors integration.

Kennedy's four million dollar prodigy seems to be disappointed because he is not getting enough personal publicity between junkets to New York, etc. It seems like being ignored bothers him more than anything else.

Governor elect Wallace of Alabama calls "Bobby" Kennedy a "sapling cassah". How right he is! He should get "King John" to send some of those M F s to Washington to protect white spectators at football games there. Race riots in the North are becoming more common each day.

Does accreditation mean integration?

To all members of the University student body and faculty who refuse to accept the "four million dollar coon", May you have a White Christmas and a Happy New Year.